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(a) Purpose of study or research hypothesis
In this study, we propose a method simulating synthetic snow depth time series using stochastic weather
generator and relationship between meteorological data and snow characteristic data.

(b) Key issue(s) or problem(s) addressed
Since stochastic weather generator does not directly simulate snowfall, it is necessary to convert
precipitation into snowfall.

(c) Methodology or approach used
First, relative humidity and air temperature near ground were used for criteria determining precipitation
type following snow forecasting guidance of Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA). In these
criteria, types of precipitation are classified into rain, snow, and sleet according to the relative humidity
and temperature. Second, when precipitation type was identified as snow the snow ratio, which converts
precipitation into fresh snow depth, was estimated as a function of temperature near ground. According to
the previous study, the function explaining relationship between snow ratio and temperature was set to
sigmoid function and fitted to observed data. Lastly, decreasing amount of snow accumulation depth due
to snowmelt were expressed as a multiple linear function of temperature near ground and net radiation
and then the coefficients of each variable were optimized by particle swarm optimization algorithm. AWE-
GEN model was used for stochastic weather generator and 24 years long (1982-2005) observed
meteorological data at Gangneung station was used to simulate synthetic snow depth time-series.

(d) Results or conclusions derived from the project
The process of synthetic snow depth time series simulation is as follows. (1) Simulating synthetic weather
data using the fitted stochastic weather generator, (2) determining precipitation type, (3) estimating fresh
snow depth by multiplying snow ratio to precipitation when precipitation is identified as snow, (4) adding
fresh snow depth to the existing snow accumulation depth and also reducing the amount of decreasing
depth due to snowmelt. As a result of simulating the 200-year-long synthetic snow depth time series
through the above process, there is a tendency to underestimate extreme events, which implies that further
improvement is necessary.

(e) Implications of the project relevant to congress themes
This model enables us to analyze snow related risks by providing synthetic snow depth data not only
present but also future period when climate change occurs.
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